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Figure 1: The ResIST model: we depict the process of partitioning the layers of a ResNet to different sub-ResNets, then aggre-
gating the updated parameters back into the global network. Row (a) represents the original global ResNet. Row (b) shows the
creation of two sub-ResNets. Observe that subnetwork 1 contains the residual blocks #1, #2 and #4, while subnetwork 2 con-
tains the residual blocks #3, #4 and #5. Row (c) shows the reassembly of the global ResNet, after locally training subnetworks
1 and 2 for some number of local SGD iterations; residual blocks that are common across subnetworks (e.g., residual block #4,
marked with a ★) are aggregated appropriately during the reassembly.
ABSTRACT
We propose ResIST, a novel distributed training protocol for Resid-
ual Networks (ResNets). ResIST randomly decomposes a global
ResNet into several shallow sub-ResNets that are trained indepen-
dently in a distributed manner for several local iterations, before
having their updates synchronized and aggregated into the global
model. In the next round, new sub-ResNets are randomly generated
and the process repeats. By construction, per iteration, ResIST com-
municates only a small portion of network parameters to each ma-
chine and never uses the full model during training. Thus, ResIST
reduces the communication, memory, and time requirements of
ResNet training to only a fraction of the requirements of previous
methods. In comparison to common protocols like data-parallel
training and data-parallel training with local SGD, ResIST yields a
decrease in wall-clock training time, while being competitive with
respect to model performance.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Background. In recent years, the field of Computer Vision (CV)
has seen a revolution, beginning with the introduction of AlexNet
during the ILSVRC2012 competition [14, 38]. Following this initial
application of deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs), more
modern architectures were produced, thus rapidly pushing the
state of the art in image recognition [58, 62, 81]. In particular, the
introduction of the residual connection (ResNets) allowed these
networks to be scaled to massive depths without being crippled
by issues of unstable gradients during training [25]. Such ability
to train large networks was only furthered by the development
of architectural advancements, like batch normalization [29]. The
capabilities of ResNets have been further expanded in recent years,
but the basic ResNet architecture has remained widely-used [26, 71].
While ResNets have become a standard building block for the ad-
vancement of CV research [24, 27, 44, 54], the computational re-






















a ResNet50 on ImageNet with a single NVIDIA M40 GPU takes 14
days. [74]
Therefore, distributed training with multiple GPUs is commonly
adopted to speed up the training process for ResNets. Yet, such
acceleration is achieved at the cost of a remarkably large number of
GPUs (e.g 256 NVIDIA Tesla P100 GPU [21]). Additionally, frequent
synchronization and high communication costs create bottlenecks
that hinder such methods from achieving linear speedup with re-
spect to the number of available GPUs [57, 65]. Asynchronous
approaches avoid the cost of synchronization, but stale updates
complicate their optimization process [5]. Other methods, such
as data-parallel training with local SGD [9, 43, 60, 82], reduce the
frequency of synchronization. Similarly, model-parallel training
has gained in popularity by decreasing the cost of local training
between synchronization rounds [8, 10, 19, 22, 23, 35, 51, 66, 84].
This paper. We focus on efficient distributed training of convo-
lutional neural networks with residual skip connections. Our pro-
posed methodology accelerates synchronous, distributed training
by leveraging ResNet robustness to layer removal [28]. In particular,
a group of high-performing subnetworks (sub-ResNets) is created
by partitioning the layers of a shared ResNet model to create mul-
tiple, shallower sub-ResNets. These sub-ResNets are then trained
independently (in parallel) for several iterations before aggregating
their updates into the global model and beginning the next iteration.
Through the local, independent training of shallow sub-ResNets,
this methodology both limits synchronization and communicates
fewer parameters per synchronization cycle, thus drastically re-
ducing communication overhead. We name this scheme ResNet
Independent Subnetwork Training (ResIST). The outcome of this
work can be summarized as follows:
• We propose a distributed training scheme for ResNets, dubbed
ResIST, that partitions the layers of a global model to multi-
ple, shallow sub-ResNets, which are then trained independently
between synchronization rounds.
• We perform extensive ablation experiments to motivate the de-
sign choices for ResIST, indicating that optimal performance
is achieved by 𝑖) using pre-activation ResNets, 𝑖𝑖) scaling inter-
mediate activations of the global network at inference time, 𝑖𝑖𝑖)
sharing layers between sub-ResNets that are sensitive to prun-
ing, and 𝑖𝑣) imposing a minimum depth on sub-ResNets during
training.
• ResIST is shown to achieve high accuracy and time efficiency in
all cases. We conduct experiments on several image classification
and object detection datasets, including CIFAR10/100, ImageNet,
and PascalVOC.
• We utilize ResIST to train numerous different ResNet architec-
tures (e.g., ResNet101, ResNet152, and ResNet200) and provide
implementations for each in PyTorch [50].
2 INDEPENDENT SUB-RESNET TRAINING
WITH RESNETS
ResIST operates by partitioning the layers of a global ResNet to
different, shallower sub-ResNets, training those independently, and
intermittently aggregating their updates into the global model.
The high-level process followed by ResIST is depicted in Fig. 1 and
outlined in more detail by Algorithm 1.We note that a naive, uniform
partitioning of blocks to each subnetwork, resembling a distributed
implementation of [28], performs poorly (see Fig. 5). To improve
upon this procedure, extensive experiments, outlined in Sec. 6.1, are
conducted to motivate design choices of ResIST, leading to a final
methodology that generalizes well across domains and datasets.
2.1 Model Architecture
To achieve optimal performance with ResIST, the global model
must be sufficiently deep. Otherwise, sub-ResNets may become
too shallow after partitioning, leading to poor performance. For
most experiments, a ResNet101 architecture is selected, which bal-
ances sufficient depth with reasonable computational complexity.
Experiments with deeper architectures are also provided in Sec. 6.4.
ResIST performs best with pre-activation ResNets [26]. Intu-
itively, applying batch normalization prior to the convolution en-
sures that the input distribution of remaining residual blocks will
remain fixed, even when certain layers are removed from the ar-
chitecture. The Pre-activation ResNet101, which we utilize for the
majority of experiments, is depicted in Fig. 2. This model, as well
as deeper variants (e.g., ResNet152 and ResNet200), are readily
available through deep learning packages like PyTorch [50] and
Tensorflow [1].
2.2 Sub-ResNet Construction
Pruning literature has shown that strided layers, initial layers, and
final layers within CNNs are sensitive to pruning [39]. Additionally,
repeated blocks of identical convolutions (i.e., equal channel size
and spatial resolution) are less sensitive to pruning [39]. Drawing
upon these results, ResIST only partitions blocks within the third
section of the ResNet (see the highlighted section in Fig. 2), while
all other blocks are shared between sub-ResNets. These blocks are
chosen for partitioning because 𝑖) they account for the majority of
network layers; 𝑖𝑖) they are not strided; 𝑖𝑖𝑖) they are located within
the middle of the network (i.e., initial and final layers are excluded);
and 𝑖𝑣) they reside within a long chain of identical convolutions.
By partitioning only these blocks, ResIST allows sub-ResNets to
be shallower than the global network, while maintaining high per-
formance.
The process of constructing sub-ResNets follows a simple proce-
dure, depicted in Fig. 1. As shown in the transition from row (𝑎)
to (𝑏) within Fig. 1, indices of partitioned layers within the global
model are randomly permuted and distributed to sub-ResNets in a
round-robin fashion. Each sub-ResNet receives an equal number
of convolutional blocks (e.g., see row (𝑏) within Fig. 1). In certain
cases, residual blocks may be simultaneously partitioned to mul-
tiple sub-ResNets to ensure sufficient depth (e.g., see (★) in Fig.
1). ResIST produces subnetworks with O( 1
𝑆
) of the global model
depth, where 𝑆 represents the number of independently-trained
sub-ResNets.
1
To contrast this with existing non-distributed at-
tempts, stochastic depth networks [28] have an expected depth of
75% of the global model.
1
A fixed number of blocks are excluded from partitioning (i.e., blocks not in the third
section). As a result, this approximation of O( 1
𝑆
) becomes more accurate as the
network becomes deeper (i.e., deeper ResNet variants only add blocks to the third
section), as a larger ratio of total blocks are included in the partitioning process.
Figure 2: The ResNet101 model used in the majority of experiments. The figure identifies the convolutional blocks that are
partitioned to subnetworks. The plot depicts the pre-activation ResNet setting, where we use BN, ReLU, and Conv layers twice
in sequence. The network is comprised of four major “sections”, each containing a certain number of convolutional blocks of
equal channel dimension.
The shallow sub-ResNets created by ResIST accelerate training
and reduce communication in comparison to methods that commu-
nicate and train the full model. Table 1 shows the comparison of
local SGD to ResIST with respect to the amount of data communi-
cated during each synchronization round for different numbers of
machines, highlighting the superior communication-efficiency of
ResIST.
Table 1: Reports the amount of data communicated dur-
ing each communication round (in GB) of both local SGD
[60] and ResIST across different numbers of machines with
ResNet101.
Method 2 Machine 4 Machine 8 Machine
Local SGD 0.662 GB 1.325 GB 2.649 GB
ResIST 0.454 GB 0.720 GB 1.289 GB
2.3 Distributed Training
The ResIST training procedure is outlined in Algorithm 1. Sub-
ResNet construction (i.e., subResNets(·) in Algorithm 1) follows
the procedure outlined in Sec. 2.2. After constructing the sub-
ResNets, they are trained independently in a distributed manner
(i.e., each on separate GPUs with different batches of data) for ℓ
iterations [43]. Following independent training, the updates from
each sub-ResNet are aggregated into the global model. Aggrega-
tion (i.e., aggregate(·) in Algorithm 1) sets each global network
parameter to its average value across the sub-ResNets to which
it was partitioned. If a parameter is only partitioned to a single
sub-ResNet, aggregation simplifies to copying the parameter into
the global model. After aggregation, layers from the global model
are re-partitioned randomly to create a new group of sub-ResNets,
and this entire process is repeated.
2.4 Implementation Details
We provide an implementation of ResIST in PyTorch [50], us-
ing the NCCL communication package. We use basic broadcast
Algorithm 1 ResISTMeta Algorithm
Parameters:𝑇 synchronization iterations, 𝑆 sub-ResNets, ℓ local
iterations,𝑊 ResNet weights.
ℎ(𝑊 ) ← randomly initialized ResNet.
for 𝑡 = 0, . . . ,𝑇 − 1 do
{ℎ𝑠 (𝑊𝑠 )}𝑆𝑠=1 = subResNets(ℎ(𝑊 ), 𝑆).
Distribute each ℎ𝑠 (𝑊𝑠 ) to a different worker.
for 𝑠 = 1, . . . , 𝑆 do
Train ℎ𝑠 (𝑊𝑠 ) for ℓ iterations using local SGD.
end for






and reduce operations for communicating blocks in the third sec-
tion and all reduce for blocks in other sections. We adopt the
same communication procedure for the local SGD baseline (i.e.,
broadcast and reduce for the third section and all reduce for
others) to ensure fair comparison. The implementation of ResIST
is decentralized, meaning that it does not assume a single, central
parameter server.
As shown in Fig. 3, during the synchronization and repartition
step following local training, each sub-ResNet will directly send
each of its locally-updated blocks to the designated new sub-ResNet
(i.e., the parameters are not sent to an intermediate parameter
server). At any time step, each worker will only need sufficient
memory to store a single sub-ResNet, thus limiting the memory
requirements. Such a decentralized implementation allows paral-
lel communication between sub-ResNets, which leads to further
speedups by preventing any single machine from causing slow-
downs due to communication bottlenecks in the distributed pro-
cedure. The implementation is easily scalable to eight or more
machines, either on nodes with multiple GPUs or across distributed
nodes with dedicated GPUs.
This work is focused on the algorithmic level of distributed ResNet
training. ResIST significantly reduces the number of bits communi-
cated at each synchronization round and accelerates local training
with the use of shallow sub-ResNets. The authors are well-aware
Figure 3: A depiction of the decentralized repartition procedure. This example partitions a ResNet with eight blocks into
four different sub-ResNets. The “blue-green-red” squares dictate the data that lies per worker; the orange column dictates the
last classification layer. As seen in the figure, each worker (from initialization partition to local training and decentralized
repartition) is responsible for only a fraction of parameters of the whole network. The whole ResNet is never fully stored,
communicated or updated on a single worker during training.
of many highly-optimized versions of data-parallel and synchro-
nous training methodologies [20, 40, 56]. ResIST is fully compatible
with these frameworks and can be further accelerated by leveraging
highly-optimized distributed communication protocols at the sys-
tems level, which we leave as future work. Further, the authors are
well-aware of advanced recent decentralized distributed computing
techniques as in [6, 32, 36, 37, 41, 49, 64]; our goal is to showcase the
benefits of our decomposition approach even on simpler distributed
frameworks, and we leave the extension of ResIST to these more
advanced protocols as future work.
2.5 Supplemental Techniques
Scaling Activations. Similar to [28], activations must be scaled
appropriately to account for the full depth of the resulting network
at test time. To handle this, the output of residual blocks in the third
section of the network (see Fig. 2) are scaled by 1/𝑆 , where 𝑆 is the
total number of sub-ResNets. Such scaling allows the global model
to perform well, despite using all layers at test time.
SubnetworkDepth.Within ResIST, sub-ResNets may become too
shallow as the number of sub-ResNets increases. To solve this issue,
ResIST enforces a minimum depth requirement, which is satisfied
by sharing certain blocks between multiple sub-ResNets. Through
experimental analysis, a minimum of five blocks partitioned to
each sub-ResNet was found to perform optimally. Such a finding
motivates our choice of the ResNet101 architecture, as ResNet50
contains only five blocks for partitioning. ResIST is extensible to
deeper architectures; see Sec. 6.4.
Tuning Local Iterations. We use a default value of ℓ = 50, as
ℓ < 50 did not noticeably improve performance. In some cases, the
performance of ResIST can be improved by tuning ℓ (see Fig. 6).
The optimal setting of ℓ within ResIST is further explored in Sec.
6.3.
Local SGDWarm-up Phase.Directly applying ResISTmay harm
performance on some large-scale datasets (e.g., ImageNet). To solve
this issue, we perform a few epochs with data parallel local SGD
before training the model with ResIST.2 By simply pre-training
a model for a few epochs with local SGD, the remainder of train-
ing can be completed using ResIST without causing a significant
performance decrease.
Maintaining Momentum Buffers. We use the SGD optimizer
with momentum for all experiments.
3
A global memory of the
momentum buffer for each layer can be stored so that the buffer is
maintained between synchronizations. This improves performance,
but results in increased communication costs (i.e., the momentum
buffer must be communicated between machines). As a result, we
did not include this change within the final implementation of
ResIST.
2
Activations of blocks within the third section are still scaled during local SGD pre-
training to maintain consistency with ResIST.
3
Experiments with different optimizers, such as Adam [34], AdamW [45], or Demon
[11], do not show any improvements.
3 RELATEDWORK
Following ResNet [24, 27, 44, 54], most novel architectures con-
tinued to leverage residual connections [55, 61], which became
standard in most architectures [7, 15, 68]. The ResNet architecture
has been further modified [26, 71, 80]. This work focuses on the
pre-activation ResNet variant [26], as it achieves high performance
and is well-suited to layer-wise decomposition.
The focus of this study is on synchronous methods of distributed
optimization, such as data parallel training, parallel stochastic gradi-
ent descent (SGD) [2, 85], or local SGD [60]. Ourmethodology is also
a variant of model-parallel training [8, 10, 19, 22, 23, 35, 51, 66, 84].
Many studies have explored possible techniques of synchronous,
distributed optimization [42, 76, 83], yielding a wide number of
viable variants [43], as well as techniques for MLP decomposition
[79].
To reduce communication costs in the distributed setting, both
quantization [4, 63, 77, 78] and sparsification [18, 31, 70] methods
have been explored. Similarly, other studies have achieved speedups
through the use of low-precision arithmetic during training [13, 30].
However, this line of work is orthogonal to our proposal and can
be easily combined with the provided methodology; see Sec. 6.5.
Large batch training has been used to amortize communication
and increase throughput for distributed training [21, 73] The prop-
erties of large batch training have since been studied extensively
[3, 33, 72, 75]. Large batches significantly alter training dynamics,
warranting the use of complex heuristics to maintain comparable
model performance [33, 72]. Here, we do not focus on the extension
of ResIST to the large-batch training domain. Rather, we consider
this as future work.
ResNet robustness to layer removal was explored in [28], while
[69] showed that ensembles of shallow ResNets can yield high per-
formance. [28] uses shallow networks during training and scales
activations so that all layers may be used for inference. However,
our approach is distinct in numerous ways. Primarily, our method
partitions blocks in a stochastic, round-robin fashion, which explic-
itly prevents the exclusion of layers from training rounds and yields
reduced subnetwork depth compared to [28]. Inspired by [39], we
also selectively partition residual blocks that are least sensitive
to pruning, allowing other layers (i.e., 30% of total layers) to be
shared between subnetworks. Unlike [28], we avoid partitioning
strided layers, which are sensitive to pruning [39]. Furthermore,
our methodology, instead of proposing a form of regularization,
focuses on utilizing independent training of shallow sub-ResNets
for efficient, distributed training.
Our approach also relates to neural ODE literature. This area
illustrates the ResNet as a discrete approximation to a continu-
ous transformation from input image to output prediction [48].
The neural ODE perspective has been studied both empirically
[12, 16, 46, 48] and theoretically [47, 59, 67]. This provides justifica-
tion to our approach, as removing ResNet layers can be viewed as
approximating the same transformation with a coarser discretiza-
tion.
4 EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
Hyperparameters are tuned using a holdout validation set and
results are obtained using optimal hyperparameters from the val-
idation set. All experiments are repeated for three trials, and the
average performance is presented. We adopt local SGD as our base-
line for synchronous, distributed training methods, as it is argued to
be superior in comparison to vanilla data-parallel training [43]; see
Sec. 2.4 for more details. We evaluate the proposed training method-
ology based on model performance and speed. In all cases, ResIST
achieves comparable performance to local SGD, while lowering the to-
tal wall-clock time of training.We use AWS p3.8xlarge instances for
experiments with two or four machines
4
and p3.16xlarge instances
for experiments with eight machines. We use each GPU as a single
worker that hosts a different sub-ResNet.
Small-Scale ImageClassification.Models are trainedwith ResIST
on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 for image classification. We adopt stan-
dard data augmentation techniques during training and testing [25].
We adopt a batch size of 128 for each worker. Training is conducted
for 80 epochs for experiments with two machines and 160 epochs
for experiments with four or eight machines. The recorded perfor-
mance reflects the best test accuracy achieved throughout training,
averaged across three separate trials The total wall-clock training
time is also reported for each experiment.
ImageNet Classification.Models are trained with ResIST on the
1,000-class ILSVRC2012 image classification dataset [14]. We adopt
standard data augmentation techniques during training and test-
ing, and use a batch size of 256 for each worker [25]. Training is
conducted for 90 epochs. We initialize the learning rate to 0.1 and
decrease it 10× at epochs 30 and 60. For all experiments, we set
ℓ = 15, adopt a minimum depth of 10 blocks for each sub-ResNet,
and warm-up pre-training using local SGD. For both ResIST and
baseline experiments, we utilize momentum restarts and aggregate
batch statistics every 1300 synchronization rounds.
Object Detection. ResIST is tested in the object detection domain
on the Pascal VOC dataset [17]. Our model, inspired by the Yolo-
v2 object detection model [53], consists of a ResNet101 backbone
followed by a detection layer (i.e., a 1 × 1 convolution that outputs
anchor box predictions). The ResNet backbone of this model is
similar to the classification model described in Sec. 2.1, but without
the pre-activation structure. The model is trained for 100 epochs
with an image dimension of 448 × 448 and batch size of 10. No data





over the first 30 epochs, and decreased by 10× at
epochs 60 and 90. Both Pascal VOC 2007 and 2012 training sets are
used during training, and performance is evaluated on the Pascal
VOC 2007 test set. We report the wall-clock training time and the
best loss achieved on the test set throughout training. Experiments
are conducted on two and four machines using both local SGD and
ResIST.
4
For Sec. 6.4 and Pacal VOC experiment with two machines, we use a cluster with
eight V100 GPUs.
Table 2: Test accuracy of baseline LocalSGD versus ResIST on
small-scale image classification datasets.
# Machines CIFAR10 CIFAR100
Local SGD 2 92.36% ± 0.01 70.67% ± 0.03
4 92.90% ± 0.06 71.51% ± 0.04
8 92.00% ± 0.07 69.64% ± 0.05
ResIST 2 91.95% ± 0.32 70.06% ± 0.51
4 92.35% ± 0.22 71.30% ± 0.20
8 91.45% ± 0.30 70.26% ± 0.21
5 RESULTS
5.1 Small-Scale Image Classification
Accuracy. The test accuracy of models trained with both ResIST
and local SGD on small-scale image classification datasets is listed
in Table 2. ResIST achieves comparable test accuracy in all cases
where the same number of machines are used. Additionally, ResIST
outperforms localSGD on CIFAR100 experiments with eight ma-
chines. The performance of ResIST and local SGD are strikingly
similar in terms of test accuracy. In fact, the performance gap be-
tween the two method does not exceed 1% in any experimental
setting. Furthermore, ResIST performance remains stable as the
number of sub-ResNets increases, allowing greater acceleration
to be achieved without degraded performance (e.g., see CIFAR100
results in Table 2). Generally, using four sub-ResNets yields the best
performance with ResIST.
Efficiency. In addition to achieving comparable test accuracy to
local SGD, ResIST significantly accelerates training. This accelera-
tion is due to 𝑖) fewer parameters being communicated between
machines and 𝑖𝑖) locally-trained sub-ResNets being shallower than
the global model. Wall-clock training times for four and eight ma-
chine experiments are presented in Tables 3. ResIST provides 3.58
to 3.81× speedup in comparison to local SGD. For eight machine
experiments, a significant speedup over four machine experiments
is not observed due to the minimum depth requirement and a reduc-
tion in the number of local iterations to improve training stability.
We conjecture that for cases with higher communication cost at
each synchronization and a similar number of synchronizations,
eight worker ResIST could lead to more significant speedups in
comparison to the four worker case.
A visualization of the speedup provided by ResIST on the CI-
FAR10 and CIFAR100 datasets is illustrated in Fig. 4. Models trained
with ResIST match the final accuracy of those trained with local
SGD. Furthermore, increasing the number of sub-ResNets yields
an improved speedup for ResIST in comparison to localSGD. From
these experiments, it is clear that the communication-efficiency of
ResIST allows the benefit of more devices to be better realized in
the distributed setting.
5.2 Large-Scale Image Classification
Accuracy. The test accuracy of models trained with both ResIST
and local SGD for different numbers of machines on the ImageNet
Table 3: Total training time in seconds of baseline models
and models trained with ResIST on small-scale image classi-
fication datasets.
# Machines Dataset Total Time Speedup
Local SGD 4 C10 5486 ± 7.05 -
C100 5528 ± 65.90 -
8 C10 10072 ± 5.12 -
C100 10058 ± 8.71 -
ResIST 4 C10 1532 ± 0.83 3.60×
C100 1545 ± 1.27 3.58×
8 C10 2671 ± 3.25 3.77×
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Figure 4: Both methodologies complete 160 epochs of train-
ing. Accuracy values are smoothed using a 1-D gaussian fil-
ter, and shaded regions represent deviations in accuracy.
dataset is listed in Table 4. As can be seen, ResIST achieves compa-
rable test accuracy (<2% difference) to local SGD in all cases where
the same number of machines are used. Additionally, as shown in
[52], many current image classification models overfit to the Ima-
geNet test set and cannot generalize well to new data. Thus, models
trained with both local SGD and ResIST are also evaluated on three
different Imagenet V2 testing sets [52]. As shown in Table 4, ResIST
consistently achieves comparable test accuracy in comparison to
local SGD on these supplemental test sets.
Efficiency. As shown in Tables 4 and 5, ResIST significantly ac-
celerates the ImageNet training process. However, due to the use
of fewer local iterations and the local SGD warm-up phase, the
speedup provided by ResIST is smaller relative to experiments on
small-scale datasets. In Table 4, it is shown that ResIST can reduce
the total communication volume during training, which is an im-
portant feature in the implementation of distributed systems with
high computational costs.
5.3 Object Detection
Loss. The test loss of models trained with both ResIST and local
SGD for different numbers of machines on the Pascal VOC object
Table 4: Performance of baseline models and models trained with ResIST on 1K Imagenet. MF stands for test set “Matched-
Frequency” and was sampled to match the MTurk selection frequency distribution of the original ImageNet validation set for
each class; T-0.7 stands for test set “Threshold0.7” and was built by sampling ten images for each class among the candidates
with selection frequency at least 0.7; TI stands for test set “TopImages” and contains the ten images with highest selection
frequency in our candidate pool for each class. For more information, see [52].
#
Machines Imagenet
Imagenet V2 Test Set
Training Time Speedup Communication Cost Ratio
MF T-0.7 TI
Local SGD 2 73.32% 60.72% 69.47% 75.48% 48.61 hours - 7546.80 GB -
4 72.66% 59.88% 68.34% 74.27% 29.29 hours - 7546.80 GB -
ResIST 2 71.60% 58.92% 67.51% 73.56% 36.79 hours 1.32× 5831.2 GB 1.29×
4 70.74% 57.56% 66.46% 72.65% 22.37 hours 1.31× 6007.6 GB 1.26×
Table 5: Total training time on Imagenet (in hours) ofmodels
trained with both local SGD and ResIST using two and four
machines to reach a fixed test accuracy.
# Machines Target Accuracy Local SGD ResIST Speedup
2 71.00 33.26 26.63 1.25×
4 70.70 18.50 18.12 1.02×
detection dataset is listed in Table 6. Notably, ResIST achieves a
lower test loss in comparison to local SGD for the experiment with
two machines. Although the test loss achieved by ResIST is slightly
worse than local SGD in the four machine case, the performance is
comparable. Namely, the difference in test loss achieved by local
SGD and ResIST never exceeds a value of one.
Efficiency. In addition to achieving comparable or improved test
loss in comparison to local SGD, ResIST also provides a signifi-
cant training acceleration on the PascalVOC dataset. In particular,
models trained with ResIST achieve up to a 1.64× acceleration in
comparison to object detection models trained with localSGD.
Table 6: Test loss and total training time on Pascal VOC for
models trained with both local SGD and ResIST using two
and four machines. Training time in seconds.
# Machines Test Loss Training Time Speedup
Local SGD 2 6.15 ± 0.03 39621 ± 9.12 -
4 6.22 ± 0.06 16840 ± 0.11 -
ResIST 2 5.99 ± 0.01 24058 ± 3.22 1.64×
4 6.69 ± 0.17 11264 ± 49.38 1.49×
6 ABLATIONS
These experiments aim to provide an understanding of the algo-
rithm’s behavior, as well as provide empirical support for its design.
6.1 Designing ResIST
Extensive ablation experiments are conducted on the CIFAR10
dataset, outlined in Fig. 5, to empirically motivate the design choices
made within ResIST (i.e., see Sec. 2.5). For the two sub-ResNet case,
the naive implementation of ResIST, which evenly splits all convo-
lutional blocks between subnetworks, is shown to perform poorly
(i.e., <70% on CIFAR10). The accuracy of ResIST is improved over
25% by only allowing select layers to be partitioned and ensuring
activations are scaled correctly when performing inference with
the full network. The pre-activation ResNet is shown to yield an im-
provement in accuracy, leading ResIST to perform near optimally
with two sub-ResNets.
Figure 5: Depicts the test accuracies on the CIFAR10 dataset
for a single run for the major ablation experiments per-
formed with ResIST.
When ResIST is expanded to eight sub-ResNets, we initially ob-
serve a significant decrease in model accuracy. However, as can be
seen in Fig. 5, this gap can be closed by enforcing a minimum depth
on sub-ResNets and tuning the number of local iterations. By mak-
ing these extra modifications, ResIST begins to perform similarly
with two to eight sub-ResNets, yielding compelling performance.
6.2 Shallow Ensembles
The ResIST algorithm requires that independently-trained sub-
ResNets must have their parameters synchronized intermittently.
Such synchronization, however, can be completely avoided by train-
ing each sub-ResNet separately and forming an ensemble (i.e.,
ResIST without any aggregation). Although maintaining an en-
semble has several drawbacks (e.g., slower inference, more param-
eters, etc.), the training time of the ensemble would nonetheless
be reduced in comparison to ResIST by avoiding communication
altogether. Therefore, the performance of such an ensemble should
be compared to the models trained with ResIST.
Table 7: Performance of indpendently-trained ensembles of
shallow ResNets in comparison to ResIST on CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 (denoted as C10 and C100, respectively).
Dataset Method 2 Model 4 Model 8 Model
C10 Ensemble 92.27 % ± 0.00 92.56% ± 0.03 90.67 % ± 0.04
ResIST 91.95% ± 0.32 92.35% ± 0.22 91.45% ± 0.30
C100 Ensemble 72.08% ± 0.05 72.12% ± 0.04 67.98 % ± 0.12
ResIST 70.06% ± 0.51 71.30% ± 0.20 70.26% ± 0.21
The performance of sub-ResNet ensembles in comparison tomod-
els trained with ResIST is displayed in Table 7. For 8 Sub-ResNets,
the shallow ensembles achieve inferior performance in comparison
to ResIST. When two and four Sub-ResNets are used, the perfor-
mance of shallow ensembles and ResIST is comparable (i.e., < 1%
performance difference in most cases). However, it should be noted
that such shallow ensembles of two or four sub-ResNets, in com-
parison to models trained with ResIST, cause a 2× to 4× slowdown
in inference time (i.e., inference time for a single Sub-ResNet is not
significantly faster than that of the global ResNet). Furthermore,
the ensembles consume more parameters in comparison to global
ResNet trained with ResIST.
6.3 Robustness to Local Iterations
ResIST is robust to various numbers of local iterations [9, 43, 82].
An extensive sweep over possible values of ℓ is performed on CI-
FAR100. The results of this experiment are depicted in Fig. 6. As
can be seen, ResIST achieves high accuracy even with thousands of
local SGD iterations (i.e., previous work typically uses much fewer
[43]). However, if more sub-ResNets are used, performance tends
to deteriorate more quickly as local iterations increase. Due to the
robustness of ResIST to large numbers of local iterations, training
can be accelerated without deteriorating model performance by
simply increasing the value of ℓ . Local SGD was found to demon-
strate similar robustness to the number of local iterations, as shown
in Fig. 6.
6.4 Deeper architectures
The ResIST methodology is easily applicable to deeper architec-
tures. To demonstrate this, results are replicated for CIFAR10 and
CIFAR100 datasets with ResNet152 and ResNet200. These deeper
architectures are identical to the original ResNet101 architecture
(i.e., see Fig. 2). However, more residual blocks are added to the
third section of the ResNet (i.e., the highlighted portion of Fig. 2) to
increase the model’s depth. It should be noted that convolutional
blocks within the third section of the ResNet are partitioned in
















Figure 6: Test accuracy on CIFAR100 for ResNet-101 trained
with both ResIST and local SGD (LSGD) with different num-
bers of local iterations.∞ local iterations refers to aggregat-
ing parameters only once at the end of training (i.e., single-
shot averaging). Shaded regions reflect deviations in accu-
racy.
ResIST by default (see Sec. 2.2). As a result, all extra residual blocks
within these deeper architectures are partitioned to sub-ResNets
by ResIST (i.e., no extra blocks are shared between sub-ResNets),
allowing ResIST to achieve greater acceleration in comparison to
local SGD.
The results of experiments with deeper ResNets are presented in
Table 8. ResIST performs competitively with localSGD in all cases.
Furthermore, ResIST achieves a significant speedup in comparison
to local SGD that becomes more pronounced as the model becomes
deeper. E.g., for 4-GPUs, ResIST completes training > 3× faster
than local SGD for ResNet200 on both datasets. This speedup is
caused by a greater ratio of total network blocks being partitioned
to sub-ResNets in ResIST. While local SGD must communicate all
parameters between machines, ResIST achieves a relative decrease
in communication by partitioning all extra residual blocks evenly
between sub-ResNets.
6.5 ResIST with Quantization and Gradient
Sparsification
Many quantization [4, 78] and sparsification [18, 31] techniques
have been proposed for reducing communication costs in distributed
training. Such techniques focus on compressing communicated
data, and they do not interfere with our methodology, which pro-
vides a novel approach to model synchronization and training.
The proposed approach can be easily combined with existing com-
pression techniques to further reduce communication costs and
accelerate training with no extra tuning or modifications. To demon-
strate that ResIST works well with quantization, we compress all
communicated parameters using both four-bit and eight-bit com-
pression. Table 9 shows that ResIST retains its performance until
the compression level reaches five-bit and lower. We also perform
experiments with sparsification of communicated weights by only
keeping 25% of total weights within each synchronization round.
Table 8: Test accuracy on CIFAR10 (C10) and CIFAR100 (C100) for deeper architectures trained with ResIST and local SGD
(LSGD). All tests were performed with 100 local iterations between synchronization rounds. All models were trained for 80
epochs.
ResNet152 ResNet200
Dataset # Machines Method Time Test Acc. Speedup Time Test Acc. Speedup
C10 2 LSGD 3512s 92.27% ± 0.003 4575s 92.31% ± 0.001
ResIST 2215s 92.01% ± 0.002 1.58× 2380s 92.10% ± 0.001 1.92×
4 LSGD 3598s 91.39% ± 0.001 4357s 91.35% ± 0.000
ResIST 1054s 90.67% ± 0.001 3.41× 1161s 90.27% ± 0.001 3.75×
C100 2 LSGD 3528s 70.50% ± 0.003 4639s 71.05% ± 0.005
ResIST 2291s 70.32% ± 0.005 1.53× 2202s 70.71% ± 0.002 2.10×
4 LSGD 3518s 68.39% ± 0.004 4391s 69.05% ± 0.003
ResIST 1164s 67.27% ± 0.003 3.02× 1195s 67.62% ± 0.001 3.67×
Figure 7: Test accuracy vs. communication budget for ResIST,
ResIST+quantization, ResIST+gradient compression, local
SGD and vanilla data parallel on CIFAR100. All models are
trained over a 4-GPU cluster.
Such a strategy reaches a validation peformance of 71.25% on CI-
FAR100. We summarize the results of all quantization experiments
in Fig. 7, where we compare communication budgets across dif-
ferent compression techniques with ResIST. From this figure, it is
clear that ResIST is most efficient with six-bit quantization and is
compatible with most main-stream compression techniques.
Table 9: Test Accuracy for ResIST combined with quantiza-
tion on CIFAR10 and CIFAR100 (denoted as C10 and C100,
respectively).
Dataset 8 bit 7 bit 6 bit 5 bit 4 bit
C10 92.14% 92.26% 91.91% 91.35% 76.33%
C100 71.38% 72.15% 71.37% 68.29% 40.48%
7 CONCLUSION
In the work, we present ResIST, a novel algorithm for synchronous,
distributed training of ResNets. ResIST operates by decomposing a
global ResNet model into several shallower sub-ResNets, which are
trained independently and itermittently aggregated into the global
model. By only communicating parameters of sub-ResNets between
machines and training shallower, less expensive networks, ResIST
reduces the communication and local training cost of synchronous,
distributed training. We demonstrate the impact of ResIST on sev-
eral image classification datasets, as well as in the object detection
domain, by highlighting the significant training acceleration it pro-
vides in comparison to methods like local SGD [43] without any
deterioration in performance.
In the future, we aim to extend ResIST to other network archi-
tectures, as ResIST is fully-extensible to all network architectures
with residual connections. Because residual connections are now
standard in most important deep learning architectures (e.g., trans-
formers [7, 15, 68]), many opportunities to extend applications of
ResIST exist within this domain. On the other hand, ResIST has
been shown to be fully-compatible with various gradient compres-
sion methods. As such, we will investigate the prospect of fully
integrating such compression methods within ResIST, both during
training and communication phases, to further decrease memory
and computation costs.
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